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1. Introduction. Throughout this paper L = L(<, KJ, f\, +) will always

denote an /-group, and order will always mean linear order. An element sEL

is basic if 0<5 and {x£L: 0<x = s} is ordered. For each aEL, let La be the

intersection of all convex subgroups of L that contain a. An element s of L

is basic if and only if 0-O and L'is ordered (Lemma 2.1). Each ordered con-

vex subgroup of L is contained in a maximal convex chain of L. If R is a

maximal convex chain of L that contains 0, then R is a convex ordered sub-

group of L (Theorem 3.1). This generalizes the result of Jakubik [5] that a

maximal chain of L that contains 0 and is convex, is a convex ordered sub-

group of L. It follows that each basic element of L is contained in a unique

maximal convex ordered subgroup of L, and any two such subgroups are dis-

joint.

A subset S of L is a basis for L if 5 is a maximum set of disjoint elements

and each s in 5 is basic. L has a basis if and only if each strictly positive ele-

ment of L is greater than or equal to at least one basic element (Theorem

5.1). In Theorem 5.2 we show that L has a basis provided that it satisfies the

following condition.

(F) Each strictly positive element of L is greater than or equal to at most

a finite number of disjoint elements.

One of the main results of this paper is that an /-group that satisfies (F)

can be constructed from ordered groups by a sequence of cardinal and

lexicographic extensions (Theorem 6.1). Each /-group with a basis contains

a greatest /-ideal C that satisfies (F) (Theorem 6.2). The structure of C is

then given by Theorem 6.1. We show in Theorem 6.3 that if L satisfies (F),

then L is a topological group in its interval topology if and only if L is ordered.

If 5= {ay: y£r} is a basis for L, then each ay is contained in a maximal

convex ordered subgroup Ay of L, and the small cardinal sum X^+^7 ot

these o-groups is an /-ideal of P. If P is any other basis for L, then T consists

of elements from the Ay; one and only one element from each Ay. In Theorem

7.2 we prove that the following are equivalent.

(i) L has a basis and no maximal convex ordered subgroup of L is bounded

from above?

(ii) There exists an /-isomorphism of L onto a sublattice of the large
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cardinal sum of the Ay, and this sublattice contains the small cardinal sum

of the Ay.
In particular, £ is Archimedean and has a basis if and only if £ can be

embedded in a large cardinal sum of subgroups of the real numbers (Theorem

7.3). £ is a small cardinal sum of Archimedean ordered groups if and only

if £ is Archimedean and satisfies (F). We also show that if £ is complete

and has a basis, then £ is /-isomorphic to the large cardinal sum of the Ay if

and only if every basis of £ has an upper bound.

In §8 we explore the possibility of generalizing Theorem 6.1 in order to

obtain a structure theorem for an arbitrary /-group with a basis. In §10 we

obtain some results for /-groups that do not have a basis. In §11 the previous

results are applied to commutative /-groups. Each abelian /-group £ has a

unique divisible closure D, and if £ satisfies (F), then so does D. Applying

Theorems 6.1, 7.2, and 7.3 to £ we get a complete structure theorem because

a lexico-extension of a divisible abelian /-group by a divisible abelian /-group

is necessarily direct (Proposition 11.2).

The theory in §9 is entirely due to A. H. Clifford. Also Clifford was ex-

posed to an earlier version of the proof of Theorem 6.1 and suggested im-

provements, many of which are incorporated in this proof. In particular, the

original proof of Theorem 6.1 made use of the special case when £ has a finite

basis [4, Theorem 1 ] and this version does not.

2. Cardinal sums, lexico-extensions and lexico-sums. A subset 5 of an

/-group £ is convex if

(i) a<x<b and a, b<ES imply that xGS, and

(ii) aUOGS for all a£S.
Clearly the intersection of convex subsets of £ is a convex subset of £, and a

set of positive elements of £ is convex if and only if it satisfies (i). If 5 is a

subgroup of £, then (i) is equivalent to

(i') 0<x<b and bES imply that xES.
A subset 5 of £ is an l-ideal [2, p. 222] if and only if 5 is a normal convex

subgroup of £. £ is a cardinal sum of /-ideals Ay for 7GT (notation ^+^4T)

if £ is the small direct sum of the Ay (notation ]>^ ffi-47), and ay,+ • • • +ayn

= 0, where ayi(E.Ayi and Y.-^Y,- if i?*j, if and only if oYi = 0 for i=l, ■ ■ ■ , n.

The corollaries to the next theorem show that some of the properties in this

definition are redundant. If £= J^+^t, where the Ay are ordered groups

(notation o-groups), then it is easy to show that the Ay are the maximal

ordered /-ideals of £. In fact, in §7 we show that the Ay are the maximal chains

in £ that contain 0 and are convex.

For any subset S of £, let [5] denote the subgroup of £ that is generated

by S.

Theorem 2.1. Let Lyfor 7GT be convex subsemigroups of positive elements

of L such that LaC\Lß = {0} if a 9^ß and let A be the subsemigroup of L that is

generated by the £T.
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(a) LaC\(sub semigroup generated by all the Ly for y9ía) = {o} for a//a£r,

and aa+aß = aß+aa for all aaELa and aßELß provided a^ß. Moreover, if

x = xai + • • • +Xan, where 0?^xai£Pai and a^ay if i^j, then x = xa\J ■ • •

Wxa„ and this representation is unique.

(b) [i4 ] = {a — b : a, b EA \. [A] is convex and A is the convex subsemigroup

of all positive elements of [A].

(c) [A]=2Z+[LA

Corollary I. If Ay(yEY) is a convex subgroup of L and if the subgroup

G of L generated by the Ay is the small direct sum of the Ay, then G= 22+^ ■,■

This theorem and corollary are proven in [4] for finite T, and the exten-

sion to infinite T is immediate. In particular, if C is a convex semigroup of

positive elements of L that contains 0, then [C] — {x — y:x, yEC\, [C] is

convex and C is the semigroup of all positive elements of [C]. Conversely if

5 is a convex subgroup of L, then S = {a — b: a, b £ S+}, where S+

= {sES: s = 0}. In particular, L= {a — b: a, o£P+}.

Corollary II. If L is a small direct sum of subgroups Ay for 7£T, then

the following are equivalent.

(1) L=Z+Ay.
(2) Each Ay is convex.

(3) ayi+ • • • 4-a7n = 0, where ayiEAyi and y,9£yj for iy^j if and only if

ayi^0for i=l, ■ • • , «.

For it follows from the definition of cardinal sum that (1) implies (2) and

(3), and by Corollary I, (2) implies (1). The proof that (3) implies (2) is

straightforward, and we omit it.

L is a lexico-extension of an /-group S (notation L = (S)) if 5 is an /-ideal

of L, L/S is an o-group, and each positive element in L\S exceeds every ele-

ment in 5. Trivially, L = (L), and L— (0) if and only if L is an o-group. Let

S be an /-ideal of P. In Lemma 9.1 we show that L = (S) if and only if each

nonzero element in L/S consists entirely of positive elements or entirely of

negative elements. If S9*0, then L= (S) if and only if each positive element

in L\S exceeds every element in S [4]. Let 5 be an /-group, P an o-group, and

L = S®T. Define that s4-/£L is positive if />0 or i = 0 and 5 = 0. Then

L = (S) and we say that L is a direct lexico-extension of S. In §11 we prove

that if L is divisible and abelian, and if L = (S), then L is a direct lexico-

extension of 5. In [4] examples are given of lexico-extensions that are not

direct. Also, see the example in this paper after Theorem 2.3.

Let Ai, • ■ • , An he o-groups; then by a finite alternating sequence of

cardinal summations and lexico-extensions we can construct /-groups from

the i4 i in which each A, is used exactly once to make a cardinal extension and

the o-groups used to make the lexico-extensions are arbitrary. We call such

groups lexico-sums of the Ai. For example, if « = 3, then there are two ways of

constructing lexico-sums of Ai, A2, A3 in this order, namely, (i4i+(i42+-43))
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and ((Ai+A^+Az). A subset {a7:7Gr} of £ is disjoint or the elements ay are

disjoint if each ay>0 and aaC\aß = 0 for all a^ß. In particular, the null set O

is disjoint. In [4] the following theorem is proven.

Theorem 2.2. Suppose that L contains n disjoint elements oi, ■ • • , a„ but

does not contain m + 1 such elements. Let £,= {xG£: xOo, = 0 for all j^i\.

Then the [£,•] are o-groups and L is a lexico-sum of the [£,].

In Theorem 6.1 we generalize this result to the case where each positive

element of £ exceeds at most a finite number of disjoint elements, and we

prove this result without using Theorem 2.2.

Corollary I. £ is a lexico-sum of n ordered subgroups if and only if L con-

tains n disjoint elements but does not contain m + 1 such elements.

Corollary II. Suppose that L contains n disjoint elements but notn + l such

elements. Then the following are equivalent.

(a) £ is a proper lexico-extension of an l-ideal.

(b) For each proper convex subgroup C of L there exists an element a in £+

such that a>C.

Proof. Suppose that £ satisfies (b). Then since £ is a lexico-sum of a finite

number of o-groups, either L = (I) for some /-ideal I^L or £ = .4+£i where

A and B are nonzero /-ideals of £. In the latter case no a in £+ exceeds A.

Conversely suppose that I^L is an /-ideal of £ and £ = (/). If C is a proper

convex subgroup of £, then either CÇ.I or CD£ If CQI, then each aG£+V

exceeds C. If CZ)I, then C/I is a proper convex subgroup of the o-group L/I.

Pick an X in L/I that exceeds every element in C/I, and let cGC Then

X = I+x>I+c and hence I+x—c>I. It follows that x —c>0, and hence

x>C.

Note that (a) implies (b) in Corollary II with no restrictions on £, but

that the converse is, in general, not true.

For each a(E:L, let La be the intersection of all convex subgroups of £ that

contain a. Thus £° is the smallest convex subgroup of L that contains a.

Lemma 2.1. Let 0 <y be an element in L.

(i) Lv does not contain any element disjoint from y.

(ii) L" is ordered if and only if {xG£: 0<xgy} is ordered.

Proof, (i) If 0<a<EL» and yf\i = 0, then £„= |xG£: xf\z = 0} is a con-

vex subsemigroup of positive elements that contain 0 and y but not a. For

if 0<2^xG£o, then 0gzfVi gxHa = 0 and so z(ELa. Thus La is convex. See

[2, p. 219] for a proof that La is a semigroup. By Theorem 2.1, [La] is convex

and La is the semigroup of all positive elements of [£„]. Thus [£0]2£* and

a G [£<.], a contradiction.

(ii) Let A = (xG£: 0<xgy}. Since L" is convex it contains A. Thus if

L" is ordered, then so is A. Conversely suppose that A is ordered, and let
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P={x£Lv:x>0}. It suffices to show that P does not contain a pair of dis-

joint elements. Consider a, bEP- By (i) aH\y>0 and bi~\y>0. Thus a(~\y

and b(~\y belong to i4 which is ordered, and so aC\bi\y > 0. Therefore aC\b > 0,

and hence L" is ordered. We say that L has finite rank if it contains only a

finite number of convex subgroups, and that a lexico-extension L of an /-group

S is of finite rank if L/S has finite rank.

Theorem 2.3. L has finite rank if and only if L is a lexico-sum of a finite

number of o-groups each of which has finite rank and the lexico-extensions used

in the construction of L are also of finite rank.

Proof. Suppose that L has finite rank m. Assume (by way of contradiction)

that Xi, x2, ■ ■ • , xm+i are disjoint elements in L. Then by Lemma 2.1,

XiELx' for i^j. Thus L*1, • • • , LXm+1 are distinct convex subgroups of L, a

contradiction. It follows that there exists a positive integer « = m such that

L contains w disjoint elements but not «4-1 such elements. By Theorem 2.2,

L is a lexico-sum of « o-groups Ai, ■ ■ ■ , An. Each convex subgroup of each

A i is also a convex subgroup of L. Therefore each At has finite rank. If B and

C are convex subgroups of L and B = (C), then there exists a 1-1 correspond-

ence between the convex subgroups of B/C and the convex subgroups of L

that are contained in B and contain C. Therefore B/C has finite rank.

Conversely suppose that L is a lexico-sum of o-groups Ai, • • ■ , An each

of which has finite rank and the lexico-extensions used in the construction of

L are also of finite rank. Then L = (X-\-Y), where X is a lexico-sum of

Ai, ■ • • , A, and F is a lexico-sum of A,+i, • • ■ , An for a suitable ordering of

the subscripts, and L/(X-\- Y) has finite rank. Now any convex subgroup of

L is contained in X+ Y or contains X+ Y. By induction X and Y have finite

rank. Therefore X+ Y and hence L has finite rank.

Remarks. This includes as a special case Birkhoff's result: If the lattice

of /-ideals of a commutative /-group G is finite, then either G = B + C or G

contains a maximal /-ideal that contains every other proper /-ideal [2,

p. 237]. If L contains only a finite number of /-ideals and L is nonabelian,

then L may contain an infinite number of disjoint elements. For example, let

/ be the o-group of integers, and for each »£/ let P = I, and let N = ¿j.er+J».

For ( • • • , ait • • ■ ) in N and j in / define that ( • • • , »,-,••• )r(j)

= (■■■, ai+i, • • • )• That is, the (i+j)th component is replaced by the ¿th

component. Let G = IXN and define (i, a) + (j, b) = (i+j, ar(j)+b) and (i, a)

positive if i>0 or i = 0 and a is positive in N. It follows that G = (N) and that

N is the only proper /-ideal of G. But clearly G contains an infinite number of

disjoint elements. Note that G is finitely generated.

3. Ordered convex subgroups and maximal convex chains.

Lemma 3.1. If A and B are convex ordered subgroups of L, then AQB or

A-DB or A(~\B=0.
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Proof. Suppose that A£B, AQB and AC\B^0. Then there exist 0<

aGA\B and 0<oG£VL af~\b£.Ar\B because A and £ are convex. If 0 <

cG-4f^£, then c<a and c<b because AC\B is an ordered convex subgroup of

the o-groups A and B. Thus c^aC\b. But this means that a!~~\b is a maximal

element in the nonzero o-group AC\B which is impossible.

Corollary. If 0¿¿A is a convex ordered subgroup of £, then there exists a

greatest convex ordered subgroup of L that contains A.

For by our lemma the set of all ordered convex subgroups that contain

A is ordered by inclusion. Hence the join of this set is the desired group. Note

that every chain 5 of elements of £ that contains 0 satisfies

(ii) OUaGS for all o G 5.
Thus such a chain is convex if and only if it satisfies

(i) a<x<b and a, 6G-5 imply that xGS.

Theorem 3.1. If R is a maximal convex chain of L that contains 0, then

R is a convex ordered subgroup of L.

Proof. Let £+= {xG£: x^O} and £-= {xG£: x^O}. Then £ = £+U£-

because £ is a chain that contains 0. If 0<yG£, then {xG£: 0<x^y} is

ordered, hence by Lemma 2.1, £" is ordered. Thus 5 = U¡,€b+ £" is a convex

o-subgroup of £ and R+QS, because 5 is the join of a chain of convex o-

subgroups of L. Similarly, r = Uye-B~ Lv is a convex o-subgroup of £ and

R-QT. If £+ = 0, then £=£and hence £ = 0, and if £- = 0, then £ = 5 and

hence £ = 0. Suppose that £^0. By Lemma 3.1, 5Ç£or TQS or SC\T=0.

If SQT, then £ = £+W£~C£, and since £ is maximal, £=£. Similarly, if

TQS, then £ = 5.
Finally assume that 5P\£=0. Then £+n-£" = 0. Pick 0<pGR+ and

0>mG£_, and let z = n+p. Then n = z — p<z< — n+z = p. Thus z<E:R. If

z<E:R+, then 0<—n = p—z'=p, and hence —n belongs to R+C\— R~ = 0, a

contradiction. If zÇzR~~, then n = —z+n= —p<0, hence —p(E.R~ and p be-

longs to R+r\—R~, a contradiction. Therefore ST\T^0. It follows that

£ = 5=£.

Corollary I (Jakubik). If R is a maximal chain of L that is convex and

contains 0, then R is a convex ordered subgroup of L.

Jakubik [5] also proves that if £ is a maximal chain of £ that is convex

and contains 0, then £ is a direct summand of £. See Lemma 7.1 in this paper

for a short proof of this result.

Corollary II. Each convex chain C of L that properly contains 0 is con-

tained in a unique maximal convex ordered subgroup of L, namely, the maximal

convex chain M of L that contains C.

The uniqueness of M follows from the corollary to Lemma 3.1.
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4. Bases for P-groups. An element s of I is basic if 0 < 5 and

{x£P:0<x = s} is ordered. Thus by Lemma 2.1, s is basic if and only if

0 <s and P* is an o-group. A subset 5 of P is a basis if

(i) 5 is a maximal set of disjoint elements of L, and

(ii) each 5 in 5 is basic.

The null set is a basis for the one element /-group. If 0<s£P and P is an

o-group, then {5} is a basis of P.

Lemma 4.1. A nonvoid subset S of Lis a basis if and only if S is disjoint and

(S\{s})\J{x, y) is not disjoint for any s ES and x^y in (L\S)KJ{s\.

Proof. If 5 is a basis of P and (5\{s})U{x, y) is disjoint for some s in 5

and X9*y in (P\S)U{s}, then x(~\s>0 and yC\s>0 because 5 is a maximal

set of disjoint elements. Thus xC\s and yf~\s belong to {z£P:0<z = s}

which is ordered. Therefore

o<xr\si^yr\s = xr\yr\s = or\s = o,

a contradiction. Conversely suppose that 5 is disjoint and satisfies the condi-

tion in the lemma. If SVJ {x\ is disjoint for some xEL\S, then for any sES,

(S\{s})VJ{s, x} is disjoint and S9ix, a contradiction. If sES and 5 is not

basic, then there exist strictly positive elements x and y in L\S such that

xf\y = 0, 5>x and s>y. Thus (5\{s})W{x, y\ is disjoint, a contradiction.

Therefore 5 is a basis of P.

Theorem 2.2 is a structure theorem for /-groups with finite bases. For the

remainder of this section we assume that S= {ay: 7£T} is a basis of L.

Lemma 4.2. // it is an o-permutation of L such that Ott = 0, then Sir is a

basis of L.

Proof. aairC\aßir= (aar\aß)w = 0ir = 0 if a^ß and o„7r>0 for all a£T. Thus

Sir is a disjoint set and in fact a maximal disjoint set. Clearly t maps basic

elements onto basic elements.

For each 7£r let Ly= fx£P: xC\aß = 0 for all ß^y\ and let By
= {x£P: x(~\ay = 0\. The following seven propositions are proven in [4] for

finite T and the proofs given there can easily be extended to the case where

T is infinite by using Theorem 2.1 and Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2.

4.1. Ly is an ordered convex subsemigroup of positive elements of P.

[P7]={x — y:x, y£PT} is a convex ordered subgroup of P and Ly

= {x£[PT]:x = 0} = [PT]+.

4.2. Let A be the subsemigroup of P that is generated by the Ly. [A\

= 2+[-£">■]= {a — b:a, bEA }, [A } is convex and .4 = {x£[i4]:x = 0}.

4.3. Pick 0<67£P7 and define Hy= {x£P: xf\bß = 0 for all ß^y}. Then
Ly = Hy for all 7 and {by: 7£T} is a basis for P. In particular, if for each

7£T we pick a o7£P such that 0<o7 = ar, then {oT:7£r} is a basis of P.

4.4. By is a convex subsemigroup of positive elements of P. Let B~< be the
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subsemigroup generated by By and Ly. The [£7]= [£7] + [£T], [£7] is con-

vex and £t= {xG[£7]: x^O}. £7does not depend upon the particular choice

of the ay in the Ly. {aa: aGT and a^y] is a basis for [£7].

Let A be a nonvoid subset of Y, and let

¿a = {x G L: x C\ ay = 0 for all y G r\AJ.

4.5. £a is a convex subsemigroup of positive elements of £ that contains

2«eA+£s and £a is independent of the particular choice of the ay in the Ly.

[LAU(\JyeT_ALy)]=[LA]+2Z,yzr-&+[Ly]. If A is a finite set and 0<a
G£a\^jêa+£î, then there exist a^ß in A such that a>La+Lß.

The first example in §8 shows that the last proposition does not hold for

infinite subsets A of V.

4.6. If £ is a basis of £, then TQA. In fact, each iG£ belongs to one

Ly and each Ly contains exactly one iG£ In particular, S and £ have the

same cardinality. (This proposition follows from Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 in this

paper.)

4.7. [.4] is invariant with respect to /-automorphisms of £. Thus [.4]

is an /-ideal of £ and £/ [.4 ] is an /-group.

Suppose that £ is a subgroup of an /-group G and that £ is a lattice with

respect to the partial order induced by G. Also suppose that for each 0 <g(E.G

there exists an xG£ such that 0<x^g. Then the basis 5 of £ is also a basis

for G. Conversely if {gy: tGT} is a basis of G and if for each 7GT we pick

a 6YG£ such that 0<by^gy, then by Proposition 4.3, Q= {oT:7Gr} is a

basis for G. It follows that Q is a maximum disjoint subset of £ and that each

by is basic in £. Therefore Q is a basis of £. In particular, let D be the com-

pletion of £ by nonvoid cuts (see [2, p. 229] or [l]), and let G be the group

of units of the semigroup D. Then G is an /-group that contains £ and satisfies

the above hypotheses.

5. Independent subsets of £-groups. A subset 5 of £ is independent ii S

is a disjoint set and each s in 5 is basic.

Lemma 5.1. A subset S= {ay:yÇ.T} of L is independent if and only if

0 <ay and Lai is an o-group for each 7GT, and [U>er £*»] = y.+L"?.

Proof. If 5 satisfies the conditions in the lemma, then by Lemma 2.1 each

ay is basic. aaC\a^La«C\La» because £"« and Laß are convex. Thus if a^ß,

then aar\aß = 0, and so 5 is independent. Conversely if S is independent,

then 0<ay and L"y is an o-group for each y in T because each ay is basic.

La«r\L"ß = 0 if a9*ß, for otherwise by Lemma 3.1, L^CLf or LaßQLa«, and

hence aar\aß?*0. Thus by Theorem 2.1, [U7er Lay] = £+£"*.

Lemma 5.2. Each independent subset of L is contained in a maximal inde-

pendent subset of L. In particular, there exists a maximal independent subset T

of L, and T=□ if and only if L contains no basic elements, that is, if and only if
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every strictly positive element of L is greater than a pair of disjoint elements-

This follows immediately from the fact that the null set □ is an inde-

pendent set and an easy application of Zorn's lemma.

Theorem 5.1. P has a basis if and only if L satisfies

(*) each 0<x£P exceeds at least one basic element.

Every basis of L is a maximal independent set and every maximal independent

subset of L is a basis provided that L has a basis.

Proof. If P = 0, then the null set is a basis for P and the theorem is trivial.

Assume that L^O. Let S= J0<a7:7£r} be a basis for P, and consider

0<x£P. There exists a 7£T such that x(~\ay>0, for otherwise 5 is not a

maximal set of disjoint elements. But this means that 0<xHo7 = x and

xi~\ayE[Ly] which by Proposition 4.1 is a convex ordered subgroup of P.

Therefore Lxr,ai is ordered and hence x(~\ay is basic. Thus P satisfies (*), and

clearly 5 is a maximal independent subset of P.

Conversely suppose that P satisfies (*). By Lemma 5.2 there exists a

maximal independent subset P= {0<a7:7£T} of P and P^D- We wish

to show that P is a basis for P. It suffices to show that P is a maximal set of

disjoint elements. Suppose (by way of contradiction) that there exists

0<x£P such that xf\ay = 0 for all 7£T. Then by (*) there exists y£P such

that 0 <y = x and y is basic. 0 = y(~\ay = xC\ay = 0. Therefore T\J {y} D P and

PU {y j is an independent subset of P, but this is contrary to our choice of P.

Corollary I. If L has a basis and C is a convex subgroup of L, then C has

a basis.

For if P satisfies (*), then so does C. The first example in §8 shows that

if L has a basis and if C is an /-ideal of P, then L/C need not have a basis.

Corollary II. If L has a basis and T is an independent subset of L, then T

is contained in a basis of L.

For by Lemma 5.2, P is contained in a maximal independent subset S of

P, and by Theorem 5.1, 5 is a basis for P.

We shall frequently restrict our attention to /-groups that satisfy:

(F) Each 0 <o£P is greater than at most a finite number of disjoint elements.

Theorem 5.2. If L satisfies (F), then L has a basis.

Proof. Assume (by way of contradiction) that 0 <y£P and that no basic

element is contained'in {x£P:0<x = y}. Then {z£P:0<z = x} is not

ordered for any x = y. But this means that each x = y is greater than a pair of

disjoint elements. Thus we have the following diagram of strictly positive

elements in P.
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y¡,r}yu=0

yíi¡r}ym=0

It follows that yi2, ym, yim, • • • is an infinite disjoint set of elements each of

which is less than y, a contradiction. Therefore y exceeds at least one basic

element, and hence by Theorem 5.1, £ has a basis.

Corollary I. L is a lexico-sum of a finite number of ordered subgroups if

and only if L does not contain an infinite disjoint set.

Proof. If £ does not contain an infinite disjoint set, then clearly £ satisfies

(F), and hence has a basis. This basis being a disjoint set is necessarily finite.

Therefore by Theorem 2.2, £ is a lexico-sum of a finite number of ordered

subgroups. The converse follows immediately from Corollary I of Theorem

2.2.

Corollary II. If 0<<xG£ is greater than at most a finite number of dis-

joint elements, then £° is a lexico-sum of a finite number of ordered subgroups.

Proof. Suppose (by way of contradiction) that Xi, x2, • • • is an infinite

set of disjoint elements of La. Then by Lemma 2.1, Xif^a^O for all i, and if

Í9¿j, then XiC\a¿¿XjC\a because (»¿Ha) fXx¿f\i) =x,nxyna = Ona = 0. Thus

{xiC\a: ¿=1,2, • • • } is an infinite set of disjoint elements of £ each of which

is less than or equal to a, a contradiction. This corollary now follows from

Corollary I.

Corollary III. If L satisfies (F), then each La (0<a^L) and each convex

subgroup C of L that is bounded from above is a lexico-sum of a finite number of

ordered subgroups.

Proof. If C is a convex subgroup of £, a(EL and a>C, then La~DC. But

by Corollary II, La and hence C has the desired structure.

Let T= {a7:7Gr} be a maximal independent subset of £. By Lemma

5.1, for each y in T, ay>0 and Lay is an o-group. Thus by the corollary to

Lemma 3.1, for each aTG£ there exists a greatest ordered convex subgroup

Ay of £ that contains ay. Let M= {¿T:7Gr} if T^O and let M= {o} if

r-D.

Theorem 5.3. Let G be the subgroup of L that is generated by the Ay in M-

Then G= ^+-47 and G is invariant with respect to all l-automorphisms of L-

M is the set of all maximal ordered convex subgroups of L. In fact, M is the set

of all maximal convex chains in L that contain 0.

y¡       Vi

/   \
y¡¡        ya

/    \
ym

/ \
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Proof. If P=D, then by Lemma 5.2, P contains no basic elements, and

hence by Lemma 2.1, {0} is the only convex ordered subgroup of P. Suppose

that P^D- If ct9£ß, then Aai\Aß = 0. Otherwise by Lemma 3.1 i4aÇi4^ or

AßC.Aa, but then aaC\aß9£0. Thus by Theorem 2.1, G= 2+^-r- Let Q be a

maximal ordered convex chain of L that contains 0. Since P contains basic

elements, £M0. II QC\Ay = 0 ior ally EV, then by Theorem 2.1, Q+22+Ay
But then T\J{q] is an independent subset for each 0<g£i4, a contradiction.

Therefore there exists a 7£T such that Qí\Ay9í0 and hence by Lemma 3.1

(since Q and -4T are maximal) Q = Ay. Therefore M is the set of all maximal

ordered convex chains of P that contains 0. Finally if ir is an /-automorphism

of P, then clearly í47tt£M for all 7£r. Thus ( Y,+Ay)ir= }Z+Ay

Corollary I. If \39£U= {c¡: 5£A} is a maximal independent subset of

L, then there exists a 1-1 mapping cr of A onto T such that c¡EAs,.

For each c¡ determines a unique greatest ordered convex chain C¡ that

contains it and Ct = Ay for some 7£T. Thus a maximal independent set is a

set of strictly positive elements in U7Sr^47 that contains one and only one

element from each Ay, or the null set if T— Q.

Corollary II. If C is an ordered convex subgroup of L and P^D, then

CQAyfor some 7£T.

For by the corollary to Lemma 3.1, C is contained in a maximal convex

subgroup of P.

Theorem 5.4. If \Z¡9áT = {ay:yET} is a maximal independent subset of

L and L has a basis, then T is a basis and hence determines [A ] = 2^+ [Ly],

where Ly= {xEL: xC\aß = 0 for all ß^y} and A is the subsemigroup of L

generated by the Ly. Moreover, Ay= [Ly] for all 7£T.

Proof. By Theorem 5.1, Pis a basis. If xEAy, then xAaa = 0 for all a9£y

because [U7er -47] = 2+^v Thus x£P7 and hence AyQLy. But this means

that i47C[L7] and so ,47=[P7] because i47 is a maximal convex ordered

subgroup of P, and [P7] is a convex ordered subgroup of P (Proposition 4.1).

We shall call [A] the basis group of P. If P=D, then let [A]= {oj.
Proposition 4.6 follows at once from Theorems 5.3 and 5.4. In particular, [A ]

and the i47 are independent of the particular choice of a basis. In fact, if

P^O and P has a basis, then this basis is a subset of U7er -47 that contains

one and only one element from each .47. If P = 0, then the null set is a basis.

Theorem 5.5. If L has a finite basis ai, • • • , a„ and B is an l-ideal of L,

then L/B has a basis of » or fewer elements.

Proof. If « = 1, then P and L/B are o-groups and the theorem is obvious.

Suppose that « > 1 and that the theorem is true for all /-groups that contain
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fewer than m disjoint elements. By Theorem 2.2, £=(i/+F) where oi, • • • ,as

G£ and o,+i, ■ • • , ««G V and 1^s<m. Let t = n — s. Suppose (by way of

contradiction) that F, = £+y, are disjoint elements in £/£ for ¿=1, • • • ,

m + 1; then 0<y,G£\£ and yiCsy^B for i^j.

If there exists a y¿G£\(£+F), then y¡>U-\-V and hence all the

y¿> U+V. Therefore yiC\y¡> £+Fand yi(~\y¡<E.B for ij^j. Thus since U+V

and B are convex, B^U+V and hence £/£ is an o-group, which is impos-

sible. Therefore all of the y,- belong to U+ V. For each ¿, y¿ = y¿i+y¿2 = y,i^'y,2,

where y¿iG U and ya(£ V.

y i n y i = (y,i U ya) C\ iyn U y a) = (yn C\ yn) W (ya C\ y a).

Since U, V, and £ are convex y.-if^y.-iG UC\B and yi2f\yy2G Ff\B, and

hence y,riy;G(£n£)+(F/°\£). Since y,G£, either yaG£ or ya^B. At

most 5 of the y,i do not belong to B, for otherwise U/iUC\B) contains more

than 5 disjoint elements, and this contradicts our induction hypothesis.

Similarly, at most / of the yl2 do not belong to £. Therefore at most s+t of

the y, do not belong to £, and hence n = s+t = n + l, a contradiction. There-

fore £/£ has a basis of n or fewer elements.

Corollary. If L has a finite basis of n elements and B is an l-ideal of L

that contains the basis group [A ], then L/B has a basis of fewer than n elements.

This follows from the proof of Theorem 5.5 except that we let the induc-

tion hypothesis be: U/iUr\B), (V"/(VT.5)) contain less than s(i) disjoint

elements.

6. Small lexico-sums of o-groups.

Lemma 6.1. // £ = .4+£ = C+£, where A, B, C, D are l-ideals of L and
AZ)C, then BQD. In particular, if L = A+B=A+D, then B=D.

Proof. If 0<oG£, then 6 = c+ci, where 0 = cGCC¿ and 0 = d<ED. Thus

0 — c^b and since £ is convex, cG£^^4=0. Therefore B+QD+ and hence

BQD.

Lemma 6.2. LetB be a convex subgroup of L and let B* = {xG£+xP\£+ = 0},

where x(~\B+= {xC\b: b<=B+}.

(i) B* is a convex subsemigroup of L, [£+U£*] =£+[£*], and [£*] and

£+[£*] are convex.

(ii) If B is an l-ideal of L, then so are [£*] and £+[£*].

(iii) If B is a proper lexico-extension of an l-ideal I of B (7 = 0 oe¿Mg al-

lowed), then £++£*= {xG£+:x does not exceed every element of B\.

Proof, (i) B* is the intersection of the convex subsemigroups L\

= {xG£: xC\b = 0\, where 6G£+, and hence £* is a convex subsemigroup of

positive elements that contains 0. Clearly B*C\B+ = 0. Thus by Theorem 2.1

[£U£*] =£+[£*], and  [£*] and £+[£*] are convex, (ii) Let 6 G£+,
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x£P* and y£P. Then 0=-y + (xi\b)+y=(-y+x+y)r\(-y+b+y).

Thus if B is normal, then 0= ( — y+x+y)f~\c lor all c£P+ and hence [B*]

is an /-ideal, (iii) Clearly no element of B++B* exceeds every element of B.

Assume conversely that c£P+ and that c does not exceed every element of B.

Then there exists an element b in B+\I+ such that c = 6. 2b = 2bf\c+u,

c = 2b(~\c+v and uC\v = 0. Since 0 = « = 26 and B+ is convex, uEB+. If uEI+,

then 6>m and hence 2b(~\c+u = 2b>b+u, and so e = 26fV = 6, a contradic-

tion. Therefore m£P+\7+. For each x in P+, (xnz>)f>\M = xf>\(Mf>\!/) =xP\0 = 0.

Thus since B is a proper lexico-extension of / it follows that xi^v = 0. There-

fore c = 2bC\c+vEB++B*.

We say that an /-group P is a small lexico-sum of o-groups Cy (7£T) if

there exists a finite or infinite sequence Cn (»=1, 2, • • • ) of /-ideals of P

such that

(i)  C'QOQ ■ ■ ■ , and Utli Cj = P;
(ii)  C^E.er+C,;
(iii) for «>1, Cn= ]C7er„+C^, where each C^isa convex subgroup of P

and either a nontrivial lexico-extension of a finite cardinal sum of two or

more of the components C%~1 or else C™ is equal to one of the CJj-1.

Suppose that P is a small lexico-sum of o-groups C\ (7£T). Then clearly

each positive element of P is greater than at most a finite number of disjoint

elements. Thus by Theorem 5.2, P has a basis, and hence a basis group [i4 ].

It follows immediately that the C\ are the maximal convex chains of P, and

hence C1= [A]. Also it is fairly easy to show that for each positive integer «

(v)  (0+= {x£P+: xfMQ+ = 0 for all ß^a in Tn} ;

(vi) no strictly positive element in P is disjoint to every C^;

(vii)  (0) + = {x£P+: x>C™ for any a£r„| ;

(viii)  C" is the greatest /-ideal that satisfies (iii).

In the proof of Theorem 6.1 some of these properties are verified.

Theorem 6.1. i4« l-group is a small lexico-sum of o-groups if and only if

L satisfies (F) : Each 0 <a£P is greater than at most a finite number of disjoint

elements.

Note that Theorem 2.2 is a special case of this theorem. We could make

use of Theorem 2.2 and shorten the following proof slightly, but we prefer

to give an independent proof. As remarked above, if P is a small lexico-sum

of o-groups, then P satisfies (F). We prove the converse. In all that follows

assume that L satisfies (F). By Theorem 5.2, P has a basis. Let [.4 ] = J^+^t

be the basis group of P. [.4 ] will serve for C1 and the main body of the proof

is concerned with the inductive procedure of getting from C" to Cn+1.

Suppose that {P7:7£r} is a set of convex subgroups of P that satisfy the

following four conditions.

(a) Each By is a proper lexico-extension of an /-ideal Iy of B7.

(b) B = [U7er P7] = Zrer+P7 and B is an /-ideal of P.
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(c)  No strictly positive element of L is disjoint from every By.

id) £+= {xG£+: xC\B+ = 0 for all 0V7 in T] for each 7Gr.

We next prove that

(e) B+ is the set of all elements of £+ which do not exceed any By.

Proof. Clearly no element of £+ exceeds any By. Conversely let c be an

element of £+ not exceeding any By. By Lemma 6.2, c£zBy +B* for each

YGT. Hence c = cy+c* with cy in By and c*i^By =0. Since £ satisfies (F),

cy>0 for only a finite subset {71, • • • , yn\ of T. Since c exceeds the mutually

disjoint elements c7l, • • • , c7n, it exceeds their sum, and hence c = cn+ • • ■

+cy„+a with a = 0. Since a^c, aC\By =0 ior ally inT\{yi, ■ ■ -,7„}.From

c = Cyi+c*. = Cyl+ ■ ■ ■ +Cyn+a we conclude that a^c*. (using the fact that

the cyi commute with each other) and so ar"\£7i = 0 for ¿= 1, • • -, m. So by

(c), a = 0 and we conclude that cG£7l + ■ • • +ByrnQB+.

Let us call an element d of £+ dominating with respect to {£7: 7GT} if,

for each 7 in T, either d>By or di\B^ = 0.

ii) If a^L+\B+, then a = b+d, where ¿>G£+ and d is a dominating ele-

ment such that d>By if and only if a>By.

Proof. By (F), a is disjoint from all but a finite number of the £7. By

(e), a must exceed at least one £7. Hence there exist two finite disjoint sub-

sets {ai, • • • , am\ and {ßi, • • ■ , ßn\ of T, the former not empty, such that

a>Bai (¿=1, ■ • • , m);a>Bßj and ai\Bßj^0 (j=l, ■ • ■ , n); and aC\B* =0

for all other elements 7 of T. If {ßi, • ■ ■ , ßn} = □, then a itself is dominating

and (f) holds with 6 = 0. Assume that {ßi, ■ • • , ßn\ ^D- By Lemma 6.2,

a = bj+bf with 6yG£^ and b*C\Bßj = 0 (j= 1, • • • , n). Let 6 = &i+ • • • +bn.
Since bi, • ■ ■ , o„ are disjoint and each b¡^a, it follows that b = a. Thus

a = b+d with d^O. Furthermore, d>0 since otherwise aG£+. If aC\By =0,

then d(~\By- = 0 because 0<(i = a. From a = b¡+b* = b+d = bi+ ■ ■ • +bn+d

it follows that d-^b* and so dC\Bß. = 0 (j=l, ■ ■ ■ , n). If x<EB¿., then x<a

= b+d, and since xi\b = 0 it follows that x = d. Hence d is a dominating ele-

ment and dominates the same £7 as a—namely, Bav ■ ■ ■ , Bam.

Next we define a relation ~ on T as follows: 7~ô(7, ôGT) if 7 = 0 or if

y ¿¿8 and

(i) there exists an x in £+ such that x>£7 and x>£5, and

(ii) for each x in £+, x>£7 if and only if x>B¡.

Clearly -~ is an equivalence relation, and by (F) each equivalence class is

a finite subset of V. Let fai, • • • , am\ be an equivalence class with m>l.

Let D' be the set of all elements d of £+ such that d>Bai (¿= 1, • • • , m) and

dC\By = 0 for all other 7 in T. £'^0, for by the definition of ~, it follows

that there exists an x in £+ such that x>£ai (¿=1, • • • , m) and x>£7 for

all other 7 in Y, and by (f), x = b+d, where &G£+and ¿G£'. Clearly £' is a

convex subsemigroup of L+.

Let £' = £ + +••■ +££,, and let D = B'\JD'. Since B'+D'QD' and

D'+B'QD', £ is a subsemigroup of £+ that contains zero. Suppose that
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w<x<z> for u, vED. We wish to show that x£P. This is clear if vEB'. If

vED', then x(~\By =0 for all 7 in Y except ait ■ • • , am. li x>Bai for some i,

then x£D'. Suppose that x£P'. Then x>P0i for i=l, ■ ■ ■ , m, and hence

x > By for all 7 £ V. Therefore by (e), x £ B+ and since x (~\By = 0 for all

7£r\{ai, • • • , am\, it follows that x£P'. Therefore D is a convex subsemi-

group of P+ that contains 0. By Theorem 2.1, [D]= {a —6: a, 6£Pj. Let

6i£P+, 62£P+ and d£D'. Since 6iP\62 = 0, d+bi-df~\d+b2-d = 0. Thus

d+bi — dEB' and it follows that [B'] is normal in [D]. Therefore [D] is a

convex subgroup of P which is a nontrivial lexico-extension of [B'].

The foregoing applies to each equivalence class containing more than one

element. For an equivalence class consisting of one element 7 of T it follows

from (d) (and this is the first use made of (d)) that D' = fj. In which case we

take [D] to be P7. Now construct the subgroups one to each equivalence class

mod ~, as described above and denote them by {D\: X£A}.

Proposition 6.1. {PvX£A} also has the properties (a), (b), (c) and (d)

and, for each X in A, either D\ is a nontrivial lexico-extension of a finite cardinal

sum of the By or else D\ is equal to one of the By.

Proof, (a) has already been established. As for (b) it is clear that if

\^p in A, then Z)¡¡T\fl^ = 0, and so by Theorem 2.1, the group D that is gen-

erated by all the D\ is the small cardinal sum of the D\. Now by (b), x4-P> — x

= B for all x in P. Since each P7 is a nontrivial lexico-extension, it is cardinally

indecomposable, and the representation of B as a small cardinal sum of

cardinally indecomposable convex subgroups is unique [2, p. 222]. It follows

that x4-P7 —x = P„ for some a£T.

Suppose that D\ is a lexico-extension of Ba„ • ■ • ,BUm, where {ai, • • • ,am\

is an equivalence class mod ~. Let Bßt = x+Ba< — x. Then {ßi, • • • , ßm\ is

an equivalence class, and x-f-Px — x is easily seen to be the lexico-extension

Dß of Bßi+ ■ ■ ■ +Bßm constructed above. Thus the inner automorphisms

just permute the components D\ of D and so D is an /-ideal. Therefore

{PX:X£A} satisfies (b).

(c) If 0<a£P, then af~\By9i0 for some 7 in Y, since {P7:7£r| satisfies

(c). Thus aC\by9£0 lor some 0<67£P7. But ByQD\ lor some X, and hence

{Px:X£AJ satisfies (c).
(d) Let X£A and let a be an element of P+ which is disjoint from every

D* with juj^X. Let D\ be the lexico-extension of Bai-\- • ■ • +Pa„ constructed

above, {ai, ■ ■ ■ , am} being an equivalence class mod ~. If a£P, then

a£P0l+ • ' • •\-BamÇ1D\ because a is disjoint from every PM with p9±\,

hence from every P7 with 7 not in {ai, ■ ■ ■ , am}. If a£P, then by (f),

a = 64-¿ with bEB+ and d a dominating element. But d is disjoint from every

By with 7 not in {ai, • • • , am\. Thus it is clear that d must dominate

Ba„ • • ■ , Bam: thus dED\ and so a£Px.
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Therefore the induction procedure for constructing Cn+1 from Cn is now

clear, and all that remains is to show that Ujli C" = £. Suppose (by way of

contradiction) that (iG£+\U<"i C", and that d has a minimal length m in the

following sense. There exists a positive integer m such that d is disjoint

from all but m of the components Cy of C", and for no other d in £+\Ui°l1 C"

or choice of n can this number m be reduced. It follows from (d) that m>l.

Write B for C" and let Bav ■ ■ ■ , B„m he the m components C^ of B from

which d is not disjoint. By (f) and the minimality of m, it follows that d is a

dominating element and that it dominates Bav • ■ ■ , Bam. If two distinct a,-

were equivalent, then d would be disjoint from all but r <m of the subgroups

C™+1, contrary to the minimality of m. Hence all the a, are inequivalent and

there exists a cEL+ such that c>Bai for some ¿ and c>£0j. for some jVi

We may assume (using (e) and (f)) that c>Bai and c(~\Baj = 0. Thus cf~\d

>£„,., (cr.¿)r\Bo. = 0, and (cHd)Pi6^ = 0 for all 7 not in {ah ■ ■ ■ , am}, but

this contradicts the minimality of m. Therefore U¡" j Cn = L, and at long last

this completes the proof of Theorem 6.1.

Another way to prove Theorem 6.1 is by use of the following lemma (the

proof of which is quite short).

Lemma 6.3. Suppose that L satisfies (F) and that B is an l-ideal of L that

contains the basis group [A] of L. The L/B satisfies (F), and hence L/B has a

basis. Moreover, either L = B or there exists an l-ideal C of L such that C^B and

C/B is the basis group of L/B.

Using this lemma we can construct a chain

[A] = AlQ A2Q A3Q ■ ■ ■

of /-ideals of £ such that £/-4" satisfies (F) and An+1/An is the basis group of

L/An. Then by arguments similar to those used in the given proof of Theorem

6.1 one shows that U"_! A" = L and that the A" satisfy the definition for a

small lexico-sum. Proposition (f) is the key to the given proof, and the fact

that £/£ satisfies (F) is the key to the alternate proof. The next theorem

shows that each /-group with a basis contains a greatest /-ideal that satisfies

(F). The structure of this ideal is then given by Theorem 6.1.

Theorem 6.2. Suppose that L has a basis and let £= {0^xG£: x exceeds

at most a finite number of disjoint elements}. Then [F] is an l-ideal of L that

contains the basis group [A]= ^+^47 of L and [F] satisfies condition (F).

Thus [F] is a small lexico-sum of the Ay. If T is any other convex subgroup of L

that satisfies (F), then TQ[F]. If 0<aG£\[£], then there exist an infinite

number of y ET such that a>ay for some 0<ayEAy.

Proof. Clearly £¡2 2+^7  and F 1S convex. Consider x, yEF. xC\Ay

= yf\4 + = 0 for all but a finite number of 7. Therefore ix+y)C\Ay =0ior all
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but a finite number of 7. It follows from Lemma 2.1 that (Lx+")+C\Ay =0 for

all but a finite number of 7, and so Lx+V has a finite basis. Thus x4-y is greater

than at most a finite number of disjoint elements in Lx+y and hence in P.

Therefore F is a convex subsemigroup of P and clearly P is normal. It follows

from Theorem 2.1 that [P] = {a — b: a, 6£p} and that [P] is an /-ideal of P

that contains [A] and satisfies (F). If 0<a£P\[p] and aC\Ay =0 for all

but a finite number « of the 7, then it follows that a is greater than at most «

disjoint elements, and hence a£P, a contradiction. Therefore a(~\A*9¿0 for

an infinite number of 7.

The interval topology of P is defined by taking as a sub-basis for the closed

sets all closed infinite intervals [a, » ] and [— » F a]. Birkhoff [2] has asked

the question: Is P a topological group in its interval topology? Northam [6]

has shown that the answer is no for the /-group in Example I of §10, and Choe

[3] has shown that the answer is no for any noncyclic /-group that satisfies

the chain condition (see the corollary to Theorem 7.2). We shall show that

the answer is no for all nonordered /-groups that satisfy (F). Note that if P

is ordered, then the open intervals a = x = 6 are open sets in the interval topol-

ogy, and it follows that L is a topological group.

Lemma 6.4. The interval topology of L is Hausdorff if and only if given any

two distinct points a and b there is a covering of L by means of a finite number

'   of closed infinite intervals such that no interval in this covering contains both

a and b.

This follows immediately from the definitions of a Hausdorff space and a

sub-basis (or see [6, Proposition I]).

Corollary. If L is Hausdorff in its interval topology, then

(*) P = ¿([-«o.aJWlai, •])

for some finite subset ai, • • • , a„ of L.

Lemma 6.5. If L = Ai+A2, where Ai and A2 are nonzero o-groups, then L

does not satisfy (*) and hence L is not a topological group in its interval topology.

Proof. Suppose (by way of contradiction) that P is a topological group in

its interval topology. Then since the interval topology is Ti and a topological

group is regular, P is Hausdorff. Thus there exists a finite subset A =ai, ■ ■ • ,

a„ of P that satisfies (*). a,-=(a,-i, ai2), where a,i£.4i and a,-2£.42 for

; = 1, • • • , «. We may assume without loss of generality that ai is the element

with smallest second coordinate in the subset of all elements in i4 with largest

first coordinate, and that a2 is the element with the largest first coordinate in

the subset of all elements in i4 with the smallest second coordinate. Then we

have the following "picture" of L.
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AA2

|k »j

[-00, 0l]

[a-i, «]
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It follows that the elements in £ are not contained in

n

U ([— oo, a,] \J [ai, «>]), a contradiction.
¿-i

Theorem 6.3. If L satisfies (F), then L is a topological group in its interval

topology if and only if L is ordered.

Proof. By the above remarks each o-group is a topological group in its

interval topology. Suppose that £ satisfies (F) and £ is not ordered. It follows

from our structure Theorem 6.1 that £ contains a convex subgroup of the

form Ai-\-Ai that satisfies

(i) Ai and .42 are maximal ordered convex subgroups, and

(ii) x>Ai if and only ii x>A2 for all xG£

Choose o=(0, 0) and 6 = (<zi, a2) in Ai-\-A2, where ai>0 and a2>0. Assume

(by way of contradiction) that £ is a topological group in its interval topol-

ogy. By Lemma 6.4 we have b\, ■ ■ ■ , bm,  c\, • • • , cn in L such that

£ = (Ü [-«,ij)u(lJ ¡a, »])

and none of these infinite closed intervals contain both a and 6. Let

Bt= [-<c,bi]r\iAi+Ai)= {xEAi+Aitx^bi},
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-4i(6<) = {x £ Ai: x + y = 6,- for some y £ Aï},

Ai(b%) = {y E A2: x + y = bt for some x £ i4i}

for i = l, ■ ■ • , m. If i4i(6,)=.4i, then by the structure of P it follows that

bi>Ai and hence by (ii) bi>Ai-{-A2. But then [—<», 6,] contains both a

and 6, a contradiction. Thus if Pj^ □, then .4i(6,) and i42(6¿) are proper lower

segments of .4i and .42 respectively. Pick 6¿i£í4i\í4i(6,) and 6,-2£í42\í42(6¿).

Then [- », ba+bit\r\(Ai+At)^Bi. Dually, for each C,- = [c.-.oo ]f~\(Ai+A2),

there exist c,i£.4i and ci2£^42 such that [c,i4-ci2,  <x> ]r\(Ai+A2)^d. But

Ai + a2 = (\jb1\vj(\j cX

It follows that i4i+i42 satisfies condition (*) in the corollary to Lemma 6.4,

but this is impossible by Lemma 6.5. Therefore P is not a topological group

in its interval topology.

The problem now is to find an example of a nonordered /-group that is a

topological group in its interval topology.

7. Ordered convex subgroups of P that are not bounded from above.

Clearly an ordered convex subgroup of P that is not bounded from above is

also not bounded from below. Let {i4{: 5£AJ be the set of all ordered convex

subgroups of P each of which is not bounded from above. Each A ¡is a convex

maximal chain of elements in P, and conversely by Theorem 3.1, each maxi-

mal chain of P that is convex and contains 0 is one of the A¡.

Lemma 7.1. For each 5£A, P = -4S+.4S, where As is the subgroup of L that

is generated by {x£P+: xf^.4^ = 0}. .4s is uniquely determined by A¡.

Proof. By Lemma 6.2, L^A¡+AS. Pick 0<a£P. a>As. Thus either

a£^45 or there exists 0<c£i4j such that 0<afV<c. In the latter case

a = aC\c+a', c = a(~\c+c' and a'fV' = 0. Thus a = a' mod A¡ and a'£.4s.

Therefore a£ylj4-^4s and hence A =-4j+i45. It follows from Lemma 6.1 that

i4s is uniquely determined by As.

Now let P = nJ6Ai4!+. Then since i45+= {x£P+: xí\A¡ =0),

D = {xE L+:xC\ At = 0 for all 5 in A}.

[D] = r){(EA A1. For HseA -4 s is a convex subgroup of P that contains D, and

hence [PJÇfl^*. If x£ni4s, then x = a —6, where a and 6 are positive ele-

ments in fL4s. Thus a, 6£P = fL4{+, and hence x = a —6 belongs to [D].

Let P*={x£P+:xnP = 0}. Then [X>*]2 Sieâ+^s, and by Lemma 6.2

L^[D*] + [D}.

Consider x£ [D*] and 5£A. x = xs4-x{ with Xj£.45 and xs£i45. Define that

x<x=( ■ ■ ■ , xs,   ■ ■ ■).
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Lemma 7.2. a is an l-isomorphism of [£*] onto a sublattice of the large

cardinal sum V of the A¡ that contains the small cardinal sum U of the A>.

Proof. Clearly a is a group homomorphism of [£*] into V. If xG[£*]

and x<r = 0 (the zero of V), then xj = 0 for all 5GA, and hence xGH^45 = [D].

Thus xG [£*]r^[£] = 0 and so a is an isomorphism. If 0<xG-4s and

ÓV7GA, then x = x7+x1' = x7Ux'1' with x7G-4y and x^G^7. Thus x7 = xf\x7

(E.A¡r\Ay = 0, and (xo-)7 = x7 = 0 and (x(r)s = x. It follows that [D*]aQ\U. To

prove that [£*]o" is a sublattice of V it suffices to show that x'WôG [£*](r

for all x' in [D*]a [2, p. 215]. x' W d = xa \J 6 =(•■•, xh ■ ■ ■) \J 6

= .(•••, xjUO, • • • ), where x = xV~l. For each 5GA, x = xj+x{ and jcUO

= (xAJ0) + (x8U0). Therefore (xW0)(r = ( • • • , x8W0, • • ■)=xo-VJ0. Since

(xW0)(j=xo-Wt? for all xG [•£*], it follows that <r and a~x preserve order.

Corollary. For each b in A pick an aj(0<ajG^4j). Then {as: 5GA} ¿5 a

basis for [£*].

For clearly the set of all (0, • • • , 0, a», 0, • ■ ■ , 0) is a basis for V and

hence for [£*](/.

Theorem 7.1. If L satisfies (F) or if A is finite, then

¿ = (Z + ¿oi+[£].

Proof. If A is finite, then the conclusion is an immediate consequence of

Lemma 7.1, and if £ satisfies (F), then the conclusion follows from Theorem

6.1.

Corollary. L is a small cardinal sum of o-groups if and only if L satisfies

(F) and no maximal convex ordered subgroup of L is bounded from above.

Proof. If £ satisfies the last two conditions, then [£]=0, and hence

£= ¿j+-<4j. Thus in this case £ coincides with its basis group. The converse

is obvious.

If A is an /-group, then we say that A can be embedded in a large cardinal

sum F of o-groups V¡ (S G A) if A is /-isomorphic to a sublattice of F that con-

tains the small cardinal sum [/of the V. For example, Lemma 7.2 states that

[£*] can be embedded in the large cardinal sum of the o-groups As. Actually,

if the image 5 of A contains the small direct sum of the Vt and 5 is a lattice

with respect to the induced partial order, then S is necessarily a sublattice

of V.

Theorem 7.2. The following are equivalent.

(i) £ has a basis and no maximal convex ordered subgroup of L is bounded

from above.

(ii) £ can be embedded in a large cardinal sum of o-groups.
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Proof. If P satisfies (i), then P = 0 and hence [P*]=P. Thus by Lemma

7.2, L satisfies (ii). The converse is obvious.

Corollary. If L satisfies the chain condition

(C) every nonvoid subset of L+ contains a minimal element,

thenL= ]C + C7, where the Cy are infinite cyclic groups.

Proof. If 0<x£P, then there exists a y£P such that 0<y = x and y

covers 0. Thus y is basic, and hence by Theorem 5.1, P has a basis. Let

[A ] = 22+i47 be the basis group of P. The only ordered group that satisfies

(C) is the infinite cyclic group. Thus the i47 are infinite cyclic groups. Since P

satisfies (C), the .47 are not bounded from above. Thus P satisfies condition

(i) of our theorem, and (C) assures that P is the small direct sum 2+-47.

This well known result is also an immediate consequence of Theorem 6.1.

P is Archimedean if for all a, 6 in P

na = b for « = 1, 2, • • • implies that a = 0.

It is well known that an Archimedean o-group is o-isomorphic to a subgroup

of the (naturally ordered) additive group R of real numbers.

Theorem 7.3. The following are equivalent.

(i) P is Archimedean and has a basis.

(ii) P ca« 6e embedded in a large cardinal sum of subgroups of R. In par-

ticular, L is a small cardinal sum of Archimedean o-groups if and only if L is

Archimedean and satisfies (F).

Proof. Suppose that P satisfies (i) and let [i4]= ^+^4? be the basis

group of P. It follows that the Ay are Archimedean o-groups. Clearly the .47

are not bounded from above. Thus (ii) follows from Theorem 7.2. The con-

verse is obvious and the last statement follows from the corollary to Theo-

rem 7.1.

Corollary I. Suppose that L is a-complete and has a basis. Let [A\

= X^+^t oe the basis group of P. Then each Ay is o-isomorphic to R or to the

group I of integers, and L can be embedded into the large cardinal sum of the Ay.

In particular, L is a small cardinal sum of o-groups each of which is o-isomor-

phic to R or to I if and only if L is a-complete and L satisfies (F).

Proof. P is Archimedean and the i47 are a-complete o-groups. Thus each

i47 is o-isomorphic to R or to I.

Corollary II. Suppose that L is complete and has a basis. Then L is l-

isomorphic to the large cardinal sum of the Ay if and only if every basis of L has

an upper bound.

Proof. Suppose that every basis of L has an upper bound. Let 5= [a7:7£r ]

be a basis for P and let T— {dy: 7£r}, where for each y in T either dy = 0 or
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dy = ay. Then £ has an upper bound, and hence a least upper bound q in £.

Let cr be the /-isomorphism given in Lemma 7.2. Thus a is an embedding of

£ into the large cardinal sum V of the .47. q<r= ( • • • , qy, ■ ■ • ) and qy = dy,

for otherwise q is not a least upper bound for T. Thus La contains all the posi-

tive elements of V and hence La = V. The converse is obvious.

Example of an abelian l-group L with a basis such that L¿¿ [£*]+ [£»]. Let

Ii be the group of integers (¿=1, 2, • • • ) and £(F) be the small (large)

cardinal sum of the £,-. Let W=P@Q, where P = Q = integers, and ip, g)G£

+ Q is positive if g>0 or q = 0 and p>0. Finally let £ be the subgroup of

V+W that is generated by U, P and the element ((1, 1, 1, • • • ), (0, 1)).

Then it is easy to show that £ is a sublattice of V+W, that [£*]=£ and that

[D*]=U.
Example of an A rchimedean l-group L such that L^[D*]+[D]. Let U and

V be the same as in the last example, and let W be the /-group of all con-

tinuous real valued functions defined on the closed unit interval (see Exam-

ple I, §10). Let W'= {/G W: /(1/2)=0|. Let £ be the subgroup of F+IFthat
is generated by U, W and the element ((1, 1, 1, • • ■ ), g), where g(x) = 1 for

all x in [0, 1]. Then [PF'UJg} ] = {/GW:/(l/2) =an integer} and this is a

sublattice of W. It is easy to show that £ is a sublattice of V+W, that

[D] = W and that [D*]=U.

8. Attempts to generalize Theorem 6.1. What is needed is a structure

theorem for /-groups with a basis. The proof of Theorem 6.1 depends upon

the fact that if £ satisfies (F), then so does L/[A], where [A] is the basis

group of £. In particular, £/[^4] has a basis. The following example shows

that if £ has a basis, then £/ [A ] need not have a basis.

For each positive integer n let £, be the group of integers, and let £( V)

be the small (large) cardinal sum of the In. (1, 0, 0, • • • ), (0, 1, 0, • • ■ ), ■ • •

is a basis for V and U is the basis group of V. It is easy to show that each

positive element in G= V/U is greater than two disjoint elements, and hence

G does not have a basis. In fact, G has no convex ordered subgroup except

the zero subgroup. For example (1,1,1, • • •) +7/is greater than (1,0,1,0, • • ■)

+ U and (0, 1, 0, 1, •••) + £• Moreover (1, 1, 1, ■ ■ -)<EV\U, but

(1, 1, 1, • • • ) is not greater than

An = {(xi, Xi, ■ ■ ■ ) G V: Xi = 0 for all i ¿¿ n\.

This shows that the hypothesis in Proposition 4.5 cannot be removed.

Let S= {ö7:7Gr} be a basis for £ and let [-4] = X)+^t be the basis

group of £. Define that

H = {x + L+: x > Ay for each y G r)

= {x G L+: for each 7 G T there exists 0 < c G Ay    for which x(~\c < c).

Lemma 8.1. H is a convex subsemigroup of L that contains [A]+. H is

invariant with respect to the l-automorphisms of L.
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Proof. If 0<y<x and xEH, then for each 7 in Y, there exists a strictly

positive element c in Ay such that y(~\c^xi\c <c. Therefore y EH and hence

H is convex. Consider x, yEH. There exist strictly positive elements a and 6

in i47 such that xP\a<a and yf\b<b. Let d = a+b. Then x(~\d = xC\a and

yC\d = yr\b, and hence (x+y)r\dú(xC\d) + (yr\d) = (xC\a) + (yC\b) <a+b
= d. Therefore x+yEH, and hence H is a semigroup. Clearly /O [A ]+.

Finally let ir be an /-automorphism of P. We wish to show that iPrÇip

Consider 0<A£iP For each 7 in T there exists a strictly positive element

hy in i47 such that hC\hy<h. Thus hirC\hyir^hyTr. Now tt permutes the i4 +

(see Theorem 5.3). Thus there is one and only one hyic in each .47. Therefore

hicEH.

Theorem 8.1. [H] is an l-ideal of L and [H] can be embedded in the large

cardinal sum of the o-groups A y.

Proof. Since H is a convex subsemigroup of P+ that contains 0, [H]

= {a —6: a, 6£iz"} and [H] is a convex subgroup of P (by Theorem 2.1). By

Lemma 8.1, H is normal and hence [H] is an /-ideal of P. The .47 are the

maximal convex o-subgroups of [H] and none is bounded from above in [H].

Thus the last part of the theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem

7.2.
Note that if 0<aEL\[H], then a>^47 for some 7 in Y. If L/[H] has a

basis, then we can continue this process. Unfortunately, the next example

shows that P/ [il] need not have a basis.

Let S be the set of all finite sequences of l's and 2's each of which starts

with a 1. Partially order S as in the following diagram.

Let N be the trivially ordered set of all positive integers greater than or equal

to 3. Let T=SVJN. We extend the partial orders of S and N to a partial

ordering of T as follows

1 > 3, 4, 5, • • •

11 > 3, 5, 7, • • •

12 > 4, 6, 8, • • •

111 > 3, 7, 11, • • •

112 > 5, 9, 13, • • • .
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For example 1121 >di, d2, d3, ■ ■ ■ , where the sequence {di} is obtained from

3, 4, 5, • • •   by
1st taking the odd terms of 3, 4, 5, • • •   to get a sequence {a,}.

2nd taking the odd terms of {a¿} to get a sequence {6<}.

3rd taking the even terms of {6¿} to get a sequence {cj}.

4th taking the odd terms of {c,| to get the sequence {di}.

For each / in P let It he the group of integers, and let P be the large direct sum

of the p. For each a =(•••, at, • ■ • ) in P let Fa be the set of all the nonzero

components at of a each of which has a subscript / that is maximal with re-

spect to the set of all subscripts of the nonzero components of a. Define that

a is positive if each element in Fa is positive. It follows that P is an /-group

with a basis, and that the basis group of P is the small direct sum of the

In (nEN). [H] is the large direct sum of the 7„ (nEN), and L/[H] is /-

isomorphic to the large direct sum B of the I, (sES). B has no basis. In fact,

B has no convex ordered subgroups except {0}.

9. The subgroup of P that is generated by the nonunits. We shall call an

element u in P a nonunit if w>0 and uC\v = 0 for some 0<î»£P (in Birkhoff's

terminology u is not a weak unit).

Lemma 9.1. Let H be an l-ideal of P. Then the following are equivalent.

(1) L = (H).
(2) H contains all the nonunits of L.

(3) Each nonzero coset in L/H consists entirely of positive elements or en-

tirely of negative elements.

Proof. Suppose that P = (H), and assume (by way of contradiction) that

a nonunit a belongs to L\H. Then there exists 0<6£P such that ai\b = 0.

If 6£iP then a>6, a contradiction. If bEL\H, then H=H+(af\b) = (H+a)

C\(H+b), but this is impossible because L/H is ordered. Therefore (1) im-

plies (2). Next assume that (2) is satisfied, and let A he a nonzero element in

L/H. Then A=a+H, where a£P\fP a = a+—or, where a+ = aW0, a~

= -oU0= — (a(~\0) and a+P>a_ = 0. If a+ and a~ are both nonzero, then they

are both nonunits, and hence aEH. Thus either a+ = 0 or a~ = 0, and hence

either a<0 or a>0. Therefore each element in A is either positive or nega-

tive, and since the natural homomorphism of P onto L/H preserves order,

(3) is satisfied. Finally suppose that (3) is satisfied. Then clearly L/H is an

o-group. Consider 0<a£P\iP Since each element in a+H is positive, it

follows that a exceeds every element in H. Therefore P = (H).

Lemma 9.2. Let N be the set of all nonunits of L.

(1) N is a normal subset of L.

(2) N\J {0} is a convex subset of P.

(3) The subgroup [NVJ {o}] of L is an l-ideal of L.

Proof. (1) If a£AT, then a(~\b = 0 for some 6>0. Thus for each c£P,
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0 = c + iaC\b) —c = c+a — cC\c+b — c, and hence c+a — cEN. (2) Suppose that

0<x<m, where nEN. Then there exists 0<&G£ such that 0^xr\b^nC\b

= 0. Therefore xEN, and hence A/Wfo} is convex. (3) Let 5 be the subsemi-

group of £ that is generated by A^UJO}, and suppose that 0<c^a, where

aES. Then a = ai+ ■ ■ ■ +an, where the a,- belong to N, and [2, p. 245]

c = ci+ ■ ■ ■ +cn, where 0^ci = ai for i=l, ■ ■ ■ , n. Thus the c¡£JVU(0¡

and hence cES. Therefore 5 is a convex subsemigroup of £ that contains 0.

By Theoren 2.1, [A^Wfo] ]= [S] = {a-b: a, bES} and [S]+ = S. But since
N is normal it follows that S is normal and hence [S] is normal. Therefore

[ATWjo}] is an/-ideal of £.

Theorem 9.1. Let N be the set of all nonunits of L. Then [N] is an l-ideal

of L, N is the set of all nonunits of [N], and L = ([N]). [N] is not a proper

lexico-extension of an l-ideal.

Proof. Clearly [N] = [N\j{o\ ]. [N] is an /-ideal by Lemma 9.2. Let N'

he the set of all nonunits of [N]. Clearly N'QN. If aQN, then o>0 and

af\b = 0 for some 0<&G£. Thus 6 G AT, and hence aEN'. Therefore N'= N.

L = ([Ai]) by Lemma 9.1. Finally suppose that [N] = (I) for some /-ideal / of

[N]. Then by Lemma 9.1, IQlN' = N, and hence /= [N].

10. £-groups that have no basis. We first give some other examples of

/-groups without bases besides the two quotient groups given in §8.

I. Let £ be the additive group of all continuous real valued functions

defined on the closed unit interval [0, l]. Let £+= {/G£:/(x) ^0 for all

xG [0, 1 ]}. Then £ is an Archimedean /-group. There is a 1-1 correspondence

between the closed subsets X of [0, 1 ] and the convex subgroups G of £ such

that G corresponds to X if and only if

X = {xG [0, l]:g(x) = 0 for all g G G],

and

G = {g EL: gix) = 0 for all x G X}.

It follows that £ is cardinally indecomposable. For if L = G+F, then [0, l]

■=IWF, where X and F are disjoint closed sets.

£ does not contain any nonzero ordered convex subgroups. For if C is such

a subgroup, then since £ is Archimedean, C is not bounded from above. Thus

by Lemma 7.1, L = C+D, which is impossible. In particular, the null set is

the only independent subset of L.

L is generated by its set N of nonunits. For let h be the function which is

identically equal to 1 on [0, l]. Then h=f+g, where/and g are given by the

diagrams on the following page. Clearly/ and g are nonunits. Thus hE [N]

and by Lemma 9.2, [N] is convex. Therefore [A7]=£.

11. Let £ be the set of order preserving permutations of [0, l] with

resultant multiplication. Let £+= j/G£:/(x) =x for all x in [0, l]}.
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1 +

III. A cardinal sum of /-groups, one of which has no basis, has no basis.

IV. A lexico-extension of an /-group with no basis has no basis.

Note that III and IV are immediate consequence of Corollary I of Theo-

rem 5.1. For the remainder of this section we shall assume that L does not have

a basis. Let {i47: 7£T} be the set of all maximal convex ordered subgroups

of P. In each Ay pick a strictly positive element ay. Then P= {a7: 7£r} is

a maximal independent subset of P.

By Theorem 5.1 there exists a strictly positive element x in P such that

Ly is not an o-group for all 0 = y = x. That is, x does not exceed any basis ele-

ment. In particular, xf^a7 = 0 for all y in Y. For if xf\i7>0, then 0<xP\a7 = x

and Pin"7 is an o-group. Note also that if bf~\ay = 0, then bf~\c = Q for all

c£i4 + . For b(~\c is an element in the o-g'roup i47 and if 6fV>0, then 0<a7

n&P\c = 0rV = 0. Let

B = {x E L: x r\ ay = 0 for all y in T}

= {xEL:xí\(2~2+ ¿y)    = 0}.

Lemma 10.1. 09éB = {x£P+:x does not exceed any basic element of L}.

[B ] is an l-ideal of L that contains no convex o-subgroups except {0}, and every

other l-ideal of L with this property is contained in [B].

Proof. Let C= {x£P+: x does not exceed any basic element of P}. We

have shown that B~DC9i{o}. Suppose (by way of contradiction) that

xEB\C. Then there exists an element y in P such that 0<y = x and P" is

ordered. By Lemma 3.1, P"P\i47 = 0 or P*Çi47 or i47ÇP» for each y in Y. If

AyQL" or P"Çi47, then 0<a7fYy = a7nx = 0. Thus LyC\Ay = 0 for all y£r,

and hence PW{y} is an independent subset of P, but this contradicts the

maximality of P. Therefore B = C.

By Theorem 5.3, ^7er+i47 is an /-ideal of P. Thus by Lemma 6.2, [B]

is an /-ideal of P. Since B contains no basic elements, [B] contains no convex

o-subgroups except {0J. Finally let D be a nonzero convex subgroup of P
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that contains no convex o-subgroups except   {o}.  Consider 0<dED.  If

di\ay>0, then dr\ayEDC\Ay and DC\Ay is a nonzero convex o-subgroup of

D. Therefore di\ay = 0 for all 7 in V, and hence dEB. Thus DQ [£].

Let £*={xG£+:xH£+ = 0}. Then clearly [5*]D^+i,.

Theorem 10.1. [£+U£*]= [£]+[£*] and [£]+[£*] is an l-ideal of L

that is independent of the particular choice of T. T is a basis for [£*].

Proof. The first part follows from the fact that [£] is an /-ideal and

Lemma 6.2. [£*] has a basis, for otherwise by Theorem 5.1 there exists a

strictly positive element x in B* that does not exceed a basic element, and

hence by Lemma 10.1, xG£^£* = 0. £ is a maximum independent subset

of [£*] and hence by Theorem 5.1, £ is a basis of [£•*].

Note that if [£*]=0, then £= [£]. Thus £ has no basic elements. Sup-

pose that [£*]?¿0. Let N he the set of nonunits of £. Then clearly [£]

+ [B*]Q[N]QL and by Theorem 9.1, L=([N]). The problem then is to

find conditions on £ so that [N] = [£]+[£*]. The following example shows

that this need not always hold. Let U be a small cardinal sum of o-groups and

let V=W he the group of all continuous real valued functions on [O, l]

(Example I in §8). Let £= (U+V)+W, where the indicated lexico-extension

is nontrivial. Then [£*]=£,£= V+ W and [N] = L.

As in Theorem 6.2 let £= {xEL+: x exceeds at most a finite number of

disjoint elements}, and consider fEF. If there exists 0<oG£ such that

/nô>0, then/^/Pio and hence/nöG£^£. But by Corollary II of Theorem

5.2, f(~\b exceeds a basic element and by Lemma 10.1, it does not. Thus

fC\b = 0 and hence FQB*. Since X^+^-7 's the basis group for [£*], it fol-

lows as in Theorem 6.2 that [£] is an /-ideal of [£*] and a small lexico-sum

of the ^47.

11. Commutative £-groups. Throughout this section we shall assume that

£ is a commutative /-group. In particular, £ is torsion free. Therefore there

exists a unique (to within an isomorphism) d-closure D of £. That is, £ is a

torsion free divisible (m£=£ for all m>0) abelian group, D~DL, and for each

d in D there exists a positive integer n such that ndEL. £ is a rational vector

space, and there is a unique way of extending the partial order of £ to a par-

tial order of D so that D is an /-group and £ is a sublattice of D. Simply let

{xG£: mx = 0 in £ for some m>0} be the set of positive elements of D. In

particular, if £ is an o-group, then so is D. As an example, if L satisfies the

chain conditions (see the corollary to Theorem 7.2), then £ is a small cardinal

sum of isomorphic copies of the additive group of rational numbers.

For each subgroup B of £, let

B~ = {x E D: MX G £ for some positive integer n].

Then B is the d-closure of B in D. The mapping B—*B is a mapping of the

set of all subgroups of £ onto the set of all divisible subgroups of D that
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induces a 1-1 mapping of the set of all convex subgroups of P onto the set

of all convex subgroups of D. In particular, each convex subgroup of D is

divisible.

Proposition 11.1. If B and C are convex subgroups of L and if L = B®C,

then D = B+C.

_ Proof. U xEBCSC, then nxEBC\C = 0 for some «>0. JThus x = 0, and
[B\JC] = B®C. But since B and C are convex B®C = B+C by Corollary I

of Theorem 2.1. If x£P, then «x£P = P©Cfor some w>0. Thus «x = 64-c

= m6 + mc = m(6 + c), where 6£P, cEC, bEB and cEC. Thus since D is tor-

sion free, x = 64-c£P+C, and hence D = B+C.

Proposition 11.2. If P = (B) for some convex subgroup B of L, then D = (B).

Moreover, D = B®Q, where Q is an o-subgroup of D and an element b+q with

bEB and qEQis positive if and only ifq>0or q = 0 and 6 = 0. Q is o-isomorphic

to the d-closure of the o-group L/B.

Proof. Consider 0<x£P\P and yEB. There exists a positive integer «

such that «x£P\P and «y£P. Thus since L = (B), nx>ny and hence x>y.

Thus if B9*0, then D = (B) (see [4, Lemma 1.1 ]). If B = 0, then 1 = 0 and
L is an o-group. Thus D is also an o-group and hence D = (B). Since B is

divisible, D = B@Q for some divisible subgroup Q of D. Consider x = b+q

EB@Q. If q>0, then 0<qED\B, and hence g>5. Therefore g>-6 and
hence x = 64-g>0. If x>0 and q9£0, then B+x = B+q is positive, and so by

Lemma 9.1, g>0. Thus b+q is positive if and only if g>0 or q = 0 and 6 = 0.

Q Qi D/B D (L + S)/l S L/(L C\B) = L/B.

Clearly D/B is the ¿-closure of (L + B)/B. It follows that Q is o-isomorphic

to the d-closure of L/B, and hence Q is an o-group.

Note that we have shown that if D = (S) for some convex subgroup S of

D, then D is a direct léxico-extension of 5. That is, P = 5©Pand s4-/£54-P

is positive if and only if />0 or t = 0 and 5 = 0. Therefore the structure of an

abelian divisible /-group that satisfies (F) is given completely by Theorem

6.1. For in this case all the lexico-extensions used are direct.

Proposition 11.3. If L satisfies (F), then so does D.

Proof. Suppose (by way of contradiction) that there exists an element

d in D that exceeds the disjoint subset {*<: »~1, 2, • • • } of D. There exists

a positive integer « such that wd£P. Thus by Corollary III of Theorem 5.2,

Lni has a finite basis, say oi, • • • , a*. But there exists a positive integer m

such that m(nd)>(mn)Xi and (mn)xiEL for i = l, • • ■ , k+l. Since the

(m«)x, are disjoint and belong to Lnd, we have a contradiction.

Thus if L satisfies (F), then the structure of D is given completely by Theorem

6.1.
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Proposition 11.4. Let U= {d7:7Gr} be a basis for D, and for each dy

pick a positive integer m7 such that nydyEL. Then V= {nydy: 7GT} is a basis

for L. Conversely each basis for L is also a basis for D. In particular L has a

basis if and only if D has a basis.

Proof. Clearly £"7drÇ£<ir for each 7 in T. Each Ddi is an o-group, and

hence each m7í/7 is basic in £. Also it follows easily that F is a maximal disjoint

subset of £, and hence F is a basis for £.

Let S= {ay: 7GT} be a basis for £. Then each Lai is a convex o-subgroup

of £ and hence Da"> = £aT is a convex o-subgroup of D. Thus each o7 is basic in

D, and by an easy argument 5 is a maximal disjoint subset of D. Therefore

S is a basis for D.

Note that if £ is Archimedean and has a basis, then D is also Archimedean

and has a basis. Hence by Theorem 7.2, D can be embedded in a large cardinal

sum of divisible subgroups of the additive group of real numbers.

We have applied our structure theorems to the rational vector space D.

These theorems can also be applied to vector lattices over ordered division

rings provided that we restrict our attention to convex subspaces.
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